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Trauma narratives and nomos in teacher education

Stephanie Jones*

Department of Elementary and Social Studies Education, The University of Georgia, Athens,
GA 30606, USA

(Received 12 June 2011; final version received 6 September 2011)

The present article draws on data from a three-year study of pedagogy in
teacher education that attempts to disrupt normative structures of reading and
being in the teacher education classroom. The author uses Bourdieu’s work to
emphasize the ways in which academic fields become ruled by unspoken rules
and practices – “nomos” – and demonstrates a use of trauma narratives in tea-
cher education that can disrupt such unspoken rules and practices. The article
challenges taken-for-granted assumptions in teacher education that students must
be positioned as future teachers; that reading educational research and texts
should be a priority; that writing assignments should be privileged; and that a
cognitive approach to learning in teacher education should be privileged.

Keywords: justice-oriented teacher education; teacher education pedagogy; liter-
ature; Bourdieu; trauma narratives

Introduction

The first day of the undergraduate course “Orientation to Early Childhood Educa-
tion” is intense. The students attend a four-year university in the south of the USA
and they are in their first required course for their major. The program certifies
teachers for pre-kindergarten through the fifth grades and frequently receives twice
the number of applicants than can be accepted into the program. As a result, the
program is considered by this state institution to be a “high-demand major” and is
often pressured to increase its enrollment beyond the current 240 students. Each
semester 60 new students are admitted, and nearly all of them enter the program
with the highest academic credentials, anticipating a university space where they
will continue to study hard and get the best grades possible. Most of the undergrad-
uates in the program expect to attend graduate school at some time in the future;
therefore, their undergraduate grade point average (GPA) is extremely important to
them – but most of them also rely on a state-funded scholarship for those who
maintain a high GPA in college. Sitting with their 29 peers in this course, however,
the students quickly determine that this class will be different and they aren’t sure
what to expect.

Following a poetry-writing activity designed to plant the seeds for creating a
space where the 30 students and I can begin a journey of getting to know one
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another, we read and discuss the short story “River of Names” from Dorothy
Allison’s (2002) Trash. Allison writes:

My sister was seven. She was screaming. My stepfather picked her up by her left arm,
swung her forward and back. It gave. The arm went around loosely. She just kept
screaming. I didn’t know you could break it like that. I was running up the hall. He
was right behind me. “Mama! Mama!” His left hand – he was left-handed – closed
around my throat, pushed me against the wall, and then he lifted me that way. I
kicked but I couldn’t reach him. He was yelling, but there was so much noise in my
ears I couldn’t hear him. “Please, Daddy. Please, Daddy. I’ll do anything, I promise.
Daddy, anything you want. Please, Daddy”. I couldn’t have said that. I couldn’t talk
around that fist at my throat, couldn’t breathe. I woke up when I hit the floor. I looked
up at him. “If I live long enough, I’ll fucking kill you”. He picked me up by my
throat again. (Allison, 2002, p. 15)

Students are often confused by the story that recounts a “river of names” of
cousins who have died in tragic accidents or who have been killed or nearly
killed by relatives. Sexual abuse, physical abuse, drug and alcohol abuse, and
just about every cussword you can imagine are sprinkled throughout the narra-
tive. Students are also confused about the various cultural locations from where
the narrator is speaking. Is she black? White? Heterosexual? A lesbian? Students
name the violence, the geographic location of the rural South, and the unem-
ployment and poverty, but they often miss cues that point to the narrator’s
whiteness and queerness creating an opportunity to discuss assumptions readers
bring with them to a text and the images of our social imaginations that are
conjured while reading.

Not missed by the students, however, is that this class is going to be different.
That our first day together does not align with their expectations for what might
happen in a teacher education course.

In the present article I weave Dorothy Allison’s writings through the data and
analyses from a three-year study of enacting what I call a critical body pedagogy,
drawing on a long tradition of feminist pedagogies (Cohee et al., 1998; Grumet,
1988; hooks, 1994, 2000, 2003; Maher, 1999), theories of the body (Bourdieu,
1990, 2000) and critical literacies pedagogies (Comber, Nixon, & Reid, 2007; Com-
ber, Thomson, & Wells, 2001; Jones, 2006a; Luke, 2000; Miller & Kirkland, 2010).
This pedagogical framework affords me theoretical fluidity to move between foreg-
rounding the sociopolitical positioning of women (e.g. the infantilizing of women
teachers throughout history and in contemporary USA) and a focus on the inextrica-
ble link of ideology and language; to begin with intimate stories shared by students
in class, and to situate those stories within broader contexts of a neoliberal society
secured and perpetuated through text production; to use multimodal texts in class,
and to work with students to analyze such texts from a critical literacies perspective
and consider their affordances and constraints. In other words these expansive theo-
retical histories of pedagogical practice help me to orient myself toward the
unsteady and uncertain – a persistent place of questioning and wondering even as I
work to expand my own and students’ repertoires for social and political critique.
A place of not knowing what should be done in moments and systems of injustice,
but knowing that action and inaction are both options that will have consequences
– some good and some bad, and all just a part of the infinite opportunities the stu-
dents have and will have to interact with language, reading, thought, and action.
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Within this framework I have used “trauma narratives” – written autobiographi-
cal or fictional accounts of traumatic life events that demand readers bear witness to
the trauma (Boler, 1999; Dutro, 2008, 2009, 2011; Felman & Laub, 1992). My use
of trauma narratives does not imply I expect they represent some “truth” of life, but
rather that the narratives have been constructed to position readers to wrestle with
human suffering and exclusion in a way that also illuminates some of the social
and political causes of the (fictional or otherwise) character’s suffering. Using
trauma narratives can disrupt what Bourdieu would call the “nomos” of education
that regulates what is and is not appropriate in academic spaces. Many educators
still assume that classroom and literacy discussions should be restricted to norma-
tive ideas (white, middle-class, heterosexual, nuclear family, Christian, “safe” top-
ics) and believe topics central to Dorothy Allison’s writing – sexual violence,
abuse, addiction, sexuality, death, social class inequities and poverty, family tragedy,
and despair – are not appropriate topics to discuss with children and are, therefore,
not important in early childhood teacher education. The present article challenges
that dominant discourse with pedagogical practices that immerse teacher education
students in these topics so they may feel something as they engage their emotions
and bodies in the reading of literature while simultaneously accumulating analytical
tools for social critique.

My long-term goal is that these future teachers will listen with compassion to –
and be responsive to – the lives of children and families who are traditionally
marginalized in school. Knowing pedagogy has anything but a linear effect on peo-
ple and practice, I try not to concern myself too much with such a lofty long-term
goal and turn my attention to the young adults sitting in front of me to concentrate
on hearing them, helping them to hear others differently, and position them as intel-
lectuals who read and re-write their local spaces (Conklin, 2008; Ellsworth, 1989;
Jones, 2010; Jones & Hughes-Decatur, 2012). In other words, I engage students to
position them now, and hopefully in the future, to bear witness and respond with
compassion and non-judgment to trauma narratives they are sure to encounter
(Dutro, 2008, 2009). The purpose of the present article is to present a theoretical
framing for the study, pedagogical practices that have been generative in the teacher
education classroom for the purposes described previously and to analyze those
practices and students’ responses.

Bourdieu’s habitus, field, nomos, practices, and teacher education

The theoretical grounding of this work draws from Bourdieu and specifically his
construct of “nomos” (Bourdieu, 2000) as the unspoken and taken-for-granted
rules of the game of an academic space – or field. Bourdieu (1990) makes a
compelling argument that different physical and sociopolitical spaces, or fields,
construct implicit internal rules and regulations that orient bodies toward particu-
lar kinds of practices resulting in particular beliefs. For example, those working
in teacher education may be predisposed toward institutions where they feel
comfortable and, therefore, are deemed successful in such spaces. For Bourdieu,
all practices are deeply social classed including academic spaces where bourgeois
norms and values construct boundaries for what is and is not deemed appropri-
ate in a particular space. I have critiqued the nomos of teacher education spaces
elsewhere (Jones, 2010), arguing that some social justice-oriented teacher educa-
tion may operate within an extended middle-classed nomos of K–12 education.
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This nomos privileges text-based written language, academic language practices,
the reading of educational research and classroom practice texts, middle-classed
polite ways of interacting in the classroom, and the overall positioning of
students as “future teachers” rather than as human beings learning for the here-
and-now. Additionally, while some teacher education practices are being
disrupted through the inclusion of traditionally taboo topics and content (e.g.
sexuality, racism, heterosexism, classism, school-to-prison pipeline, religion),
some social justice-oriented teacher educators – like myself – can stumble into
the trap of presenting new and important “information” or a focus on
“knowledge” through the old structures of nomos. Reflecting on the reading of a
self-selected novel from a list of options in this course, a student said:

If I would have read an article that said “Some students might be suffering from body
image issues or eating problems”, I might have thought, “Hmmm. That’s interesting”.
But [The brief wondrous life of Oscar Wao] made me cry. It changed me. Now I will
be looking for the Oscar Waos in my classroom and I know what I can do.

Two key insights are raised by this student during this informal conversation about
the course: (1) she recognizes that the typical genre of a research article might
engage her cognitively, but with a distance that affords a particular kind of response
(“Hmmm. That’s interesting”) that may not prepare her to hear and respond to chil-
dren’s lives; and (2) the reading of a novel changed her, and part of that changing
was her emotional engagement with the characters in the narrative. These are signif-
icant in that the first recognition (about the research article) points to the nomos of
teacher education that future teachers should read research articles and be positioned
as future teachers who need to know the issues students will be dealing with and
how they should respond. The second recognition points to a disruption of that
nomos, that the reading of a brilliant novel that might be considered a “trauma nar-
rative” integrating multiple and contradictory discourses representative of a complex
world (Bakhtin, 1982) and traumatic experiences can change the student now
through an embodied engagement that the research article may never accomplish. A
significant changing of the social conditions through which one shapes herself today
can result in a shift in one’s habitus (Bourdieu, 2000) that might orient oneself
toward children’s trauma narratives differently in the future.

Teacher education nomos and teaching adult literature

Using literature in teacher education, particularly in literacy teacher education, is
not new and may even be common. Using adult literature seems less common in
the field since so much of the use of literature is aimed at teaching students how to
use literature with children and youth (Sumara, Davis, & Iftody, 2006). And using
adult literature for the central purpose of engaging with complex issues of diversity
and injustice, specifically to have students feel things such as marginalization and
despair through literary narratives and characters, seems even less common. The lat-
ter is surprising given the tremendous evidence humans have accumulated over time
pointing to the unlimited possibilities for literature to be active in the “inventing
new subjects and new subjectivities… [since] readers are not able to separate neatly
their identifications with literary characters from their other remembered and lived
experiences” (Sumara et al., 2006, p. 60).
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Sumara et al. (2006) did not draw on Bourdieu’s work to theorize what they call
the “normalizing literary responses in the teacher education classroom”, but they
were critical of the “normative structures of teacher education” that “eroded” the
generative possibilities of reading literature. I understand these normative structures
as the nomos of teacher education and recognize the nomos operating in the sec-
ondary English education classroom where Sumara and his colleagues conducted
the research. The professor used the young adult novel Stitches (Huser, 2003) as a
common reading for everyone in the class and oriented their reading toward “how
to develop a literary novel study unit for secondary schools” (Sumara et al., 2006,
p. 56). Sumara et al. (2006) don’t specifically question the future-oriented framing
of the reading that positioned students as “future teachers” rather than as readers,
but they do imply that the fact students already knew they would be developing a
novel study impeded their ability and willingness to engage with the complexities
of the character’s experiences as “human readers”. This points to one aspect of tea-
cher education nomos – the active and habitual positioning of students as future
teachers.

However, Sumara et al. (2006) wouldn’t argue that this was the only barrier to
students’ deeper engagement with the novel. They write:

Even though our personal interviews with students suggested that they wanted to
probe more deeply into the issues of sexuality and sexual identification suggested by
the novel, the normalizing structures of teacher education prevented this from occur-
ring on a collective level in the classroom. (p. 61)

The classroom conversations observed by the researchers focused more on a main-
stream and “acceptable” or “appropriate” topic in today’s classrooms – bullying.
Rather than talking in the classroom context about heterosexism, anti-gay senti-
ments, the character’s fatness, and the complexities of the character’s family life
that resulted in so much inequity and mistreatment by the world, students and the
instructor routinely called upon the acceptable and carefully sanitized discourse of
bullying and how educators can work against bullying in schools. This practice
would point to another aspect of teacher education nomos I noted earlier –
middle-classed polite (“politically correct”?) ways of interacting in the classroom
are privileged. Talking about raw or vulgar material, perhaps, would not be consid-
ered “appropriate” in the middle-classed academic space. But calling upon a
sanitized discourse that might somehow represent the raw, lived experiences of a
character in a distanced way, might be perceived as more acceptable. The academic
distancing of lived realities through the use of formal language practices and
middle-classed ways of interacting may be exactly what constituted the social
conditions that afforded such an “incredible denial of personal response to reading”
according to Sumara et al. (2006, p. 61, italics in orginal):

We argue that… within the context of this teacher education classroom… conditions
were not created for the students to be able to safely represent how they were pri-
vately identifying and responding to characters in Stitches… In order to achieve this
incredible denial of personal response to reading, discourses of reading experience
were detached from discourses of knowledge about bullying.

Justifying their argument, the authors report what a student said during an inter-
view: “As someone who has been shunned for being fat, I could identify… but I
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didn’t feel comfortable talking about my experiences in class. It just didn’t seem
like a safe place to do that” (Sumara et al., 2006, p. 62).

In other words, what I would call the nomos of teacher education not only pre-
vented students from bearing witness to the trauma narratives as constructed in the
novel and engaging in rich discussion, but it also prevented students from sharing
their own traumatic lived experiences of power relations in an unjust world. Some
teacher education spaces that are focused on diversity and social justice-oriented
teaching may be unwittingly positioning teacher education students in a similar
way. I use “unwittingly” here, because nomos is not something that is often actively
reflected upon or changed. Bourdieu would say that most people aren’t even aware
of the ways in which their habituses have shifted toward the nomos and even incor-
porated the nomos of an academic field. Teacher education has a nomos, and most
of us – including myself – have adjusted accordingly as a result of spending a great
deal of time in educational institutions (“fields”) that promote a class habitus:

…that is, the individual habitus in so far as it expresses or reflects the class (or group),
could be regarded as a subjective but non-individual system of internalized structures,
common schemes of perception, conception and action, which are the precondition of
all objectification and apperception; and the objective co-ordination of practices and
the sharing of a worldview could be founded on the perfect impersonality and inter-
changeability of singular practices and views… In fact, the singular habitus of mem-
bers of the same class are united in a relationship of homology, that is, of diversity
within homogeneity reflecting the diversity within homogeneity characteristic of their
social conditions of production. (Bourdieu, 1990, p. 60)

In other words, while there is diversity among us as teacher educators, we likely
carry with us “internalized structures, common schemes of perception”, etc. that
have come to define teacher education, and more specifically, justice-oriented tea-
cher education.

Sumara et al. (2006) remind us that the “insertion” of fictional and memoir
trauma narratives alone won’t disrupt the nomos of the teacher education classroom.
However, coupled with an explicit attempt to suspend collective assumptions about
who is entitled to speak, what content is welcome in the classroom, and how stu-
dents can choose to respond to the trauma narratives can be a powerful beginning
to a radical space where students and teacher educators alike transform purposes of
schooling and education.

Dorothy Allison and reconstructing entitlement in teacher education

Entitlement… is a matter of feeling like we rather than they. You think you have a
right to things, a place in the world, and it is so intrinsically a part of you that you
cannot imagine people like me, people who seem to live in your world, who don’t
have it…

The need to make my world believable to people who have never experienced it is
part of why I write fiction… some things must be felt to be understood, that despair,
for example, can never be adequately analyzed; it must be lived. But if I can write a
story that so draws the reader in that she imagines herself like my characters, feels
their sense of fear and uncertainty, their hopes and terrors, then I have come closer to
knowing myself as real, important as the very people I have always watched with
awe. (Allison, 2002, p. 14)
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Who is entitled to speak and to be heard in educational spaces is fundamental to
the very purpose of teacher education. The “who” involved in such an inquiry
about who speaks and who is heard is intimately connected to the “what” is spo-
ken and “how” it is spoken. Therefore, any commitment to creating classroom
learning spaces where all students are valued and welcome must specifically be
integrated into the content and ways of speaking that are valued and welcome in
an educational space. Traditionally, students who are presumed to live lives similar
to those idealized by middle-class discourses of normativity (white, middle-class,
traditional family structure, Christian, heterosexual, English-speaking) are entitled
to share the content of those lives in educational spaces (vacations, family stories,
holidays, church stories, etc.). Whereas students who are presumed to not live a
life similar to those idealized by middle-class discourses of normalcy often do not
have a sense of entitlement to share the content of their lives in educational spaces
(Jones, 2006a, 2006b). For example, conversations about jail, struggles with
money and resources, homelessness, family arguments or fights, living with multi-
ple family members, sexual promiscuity, mental illness, substance abuse, tragic
accidents, having biological parents who are not married, having single-sex par-
ents, disagreeing with English-only mandates, and practicing spirituality in a way
that challenges Christianity are not typically “welcome” in school. When the con-
tent of such lives is not welcome however, it may be impossible to make the stu-
dent who lives such content feel welcome or included in the learning setting. In
other words, content that is considered “appropriate” in a classroom makes a clear
statement about which students are or are not “appropriate” for, and welcome in,
school.

I make explicit rhetorical moves to frame the discussion of Dorothy Allison’s
short story on the first day of class, attempting to create a crisis of truth (Boler,
1999) by intentionally disrupting every traditional notion of who is sitting in class
and who is entitled to sharing their lives with us in this space. These moves elimi-
nate preconceived ideas about what is and is not “appropriate” in our classroom
space and, of course, replaces them with my assumptions about appropriateness. I
always say something like:

Before you begin talking about your connections, disconnections, questions, and
epiphanies you had while reading Dorothy Allison’s short story, please remember that
there are people in here who have many connections with the narrator in this story.
Some of you are from poor families; some of you have experienced sexual violence;
some of you have witnessed domestic abuse; some of you are gay, lesbian, or ques-
tioning your sexuality.

I openly presume, then, that there are students sitting in my class who are from
poor families, lesbian or gay, or have experienced substance or physical abuse
in their families. This move also makes the typically “entitled” person who has
mostly felt secure in sharing life experiences in school think twice before
speaking from such an entitled location. Conversely, anyone who has felt less
entitlement in school settings is implicitly valued and given permission to speak
about those experiences in response to Dorothy Allison’s short story. And they
do – even if quietly at first or privately through email correspondence with me
later.
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Students discuss their reading of “River of Names” in small groups at tables
and I walk around, sitting at each table for several minutes just listening. “I suffer
from survivor’s guilt”, one young woman tells the others at her table, “I’m the only
cousin to make it to college and it’s really hard when I go home”. Students – the
same “kind” of students that the teacher education literature might position as privi-
leged and unaware of the complexities in an unjust world – talk about parents with
mental illnesses, being the first person in their family to attend college, being
shamed because of their southern accent, witnessing verbal and physical abuse in
their families, trying to act “smarter” than they think they are in university classes,
death, having family members who are gay or lesbian, suffering from eating prob-
lems, being adopted and not knowing who their biological family is, and so on.

They also cringe in shame when they admit that they didn’t realize the narrator
was a lesbian and that her lover, Jesse, was a woman – or that they assumed the
family was black because of the violence and tragedy. We then begin to unpack the
sources of information our social imaginations have access to. White people, for
example, are not often presented in popular media as poor and violent. The students
quickly point out, however, that most of the only images of black people they see
regularly present criminal images and links to poverty and marginalization.

“I’ve never read anything like this” is a statement that comes up every semester.
I pose a question in response, “Why in the world not? Dorothy Allison is an
acclaimed writer, arguably one of the most important writers of our time. Why did
it take you this long to read something by Dorothy Allison?”.

“It’s uncomfortable”, one student will say.
“Who is it uncomfortable for?” I ask. The ensuing quiet tells me something, but

I’m not sure what.
“It might be uncomfortable for some of you sitting in here – and others find it

plenty comfortable. Who has the right to be comfortable in school?” I ask, “Did
Dorothy Allison have the right to be comfortable reading in school? Did school
have the right to make her uncomfortable and feel worthless as she read story after
story about idealized middle class families?”

“She writes about this stuff so – um – nonchalantly, like it’s completely
normal”, another student will say.

“Well”, I ask, “what is normal?”.
Students quickly recognize that normal is different for everyone. That one per-

son’s normal in our classroom is different from another person’s normal. They ask
why we think writing about a “fairytale” family in a nonchalant way that seems
“normal” is okay, but it’s not okay for Dorothy Allison to write about lived
experiences in a nonchalant way that seems normal. In other words – who has the
privilege to represent their stories as nonchalant? As normal?

The conversation continues and students are intrigued by Dorothy Allison, angry
that somehow they have been “sheltered” from these kinds of stories when they
could have been so useful to them as people, and they are insightful about other
reasons “these kinds of books” are not in schools. Publishers are looking to make
money – they probably publish more “feel good” books that more people will buy.

“Good point”, I say, “but Dorothy Allison books sell by the truckload”.
It must be access to publishing, then. Maybe people who come to be published

authors already had privilege or had an understanding about how publishing works;
maybe they even had networks of family or friends working in the publishing
industry.
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“Nice”, I say, “That’s probably at least part of the story”.
And then there are teachers and librarians who order books for schools, the

place where most of the students in this class were exposed to most of their litera-
ture repertoire. Teachers and librarians make choices about books they think are
appropriate, right?

We’ve already got somewhere – toward the linking of texts, schooling, ideology,
access, and capitalism. And while not everyone speaks in these first class discus-
sions, those who do begin to articulate the ways their personal “taste” for literature
has been carefully cultivated by those who have the power to produce, distribute,
and place value on particular texts. Being consumers of sanitized “feel good, uni-
versal” literature inside and outside school has rewarded the students through their
acquisition of commodified literacies that in turn reproduce social class differences
and classist hierarchies (Bourdieu, 2000; Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990). Constituting
texts that reinscribe normative universality to privileges acquired through class,
race, religion, sexuality, gender, and other markers of privilege and marginalization
as “comfortable” or “appropriate” texts for school generates “demands and lacks –
sufficiently deeply to feel themselves [who are excluded from that which is consti-
tuted as universal], if not deprived, then dispossessed, at least on some occasions,
or even crippled and in some way diminished” (Bourdieu, 2000, p. 74). In other
words, even those who don’t find themselves in such “universal” texts often align
their beliefs with dominant notions of what is normal positioning themselves as less
than those whose material realities reflect that which the text portrays. Introducing
significant, alternative texts portraying complex narratives of lives as they are lived
on myriad boundaries through a critical literacies and testimonial reading perspec-
tive can upset assumptions about who is entitled to speak and what is appropriate
to speak about in this academic space.

Novels, graphic novels, memoirs and arts-based responses

Dorothy Allison gets us started, but it’s only the beginning of a semester where I
spend much of my energy and thought focused on disrupting a nomos that regulates
what – and who – is appropriate for academic spaces. One pedagogical effort is
through the reading of a novel, graphic novel, or memoir and an arts-based
response. No future-teacher strings attached. Engage in a reading framed with criti-
cal literacy and questions of power relations, be open to experiencing a crisis of
truth – something you used to believe to be true before reading this piece of litera-
ture, and respond using your own funds of knowledge – whatever those might be. I
trust that a critical orientation to reading the books “testimonially” and the content
and style of the books will afford rich thought, conversations, and responses – and
they usually do.

In this section I present five of the major ruptures of nomos that regularly
occurred through the reading, discussions of, and responses to the novels and mem-
oirs: (1) students responded with their lived experiences of trauma that were similar
to – and different from – those of the characters in the books; (2) whole-group con-
versations were held around vulgar or typically taboo topics; (3) students were
moved to learn more about the social conditions through which made the narratives
in the novels or memoirs possible; (4) students impressed their peers and me with
the talents they exhibited in their responses; and (5) students made explicit
connections to teaching that were not provoked by me nor part of the assignment.
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Data presented here align with these ruptures, and there were always a small num-
ber of student discussions and/or projects each semester that didn’t quite seem to
get the goals of the assignments. Or rather, they were not necessarily open to
receiving my critically oriented pedagogies but perhaps even suspicious of my
approach and engaged discussions using a traditional question/answer formula and
produced “arts-based” projects that were more summative of literary themes and
less artistic explorations of the broader implications of the literature. With each ped-
agogic interaction I continued to build my repertoire for ways to encourage, sup-
port, and sustain students who felt uncomfortable reading the texts much less
publicly discussing and responding to the texts.

Students respond with lived realities of trauma

Klein, author of Moose: A memoir of fat camp, writes about her first experience
with vomiting as a strategy to help her lose weight:

My vomit continued to clop out in thick patties, and I was able to see each layer of
food as it had been ingested. After the fries came the chicken tenders I’d decked with
honey, then the salad from the camp dinner. It was my stomach in reverse. When I
thought I’d finished, Joy coached, “If I were you, I’d give it one more. I can just tell”.
So I did. When I finished, I stood, swallowed, and caught my breath. Joy released my
hair and pulled some toilet paper for me. I wiped the saliva from my fingers, then
examined myself in the mirror as Joy flushed. My forehead was so read it looked
blue. I smoothed away my leaky mascara and pressed my hand against my stomach.
It had flattened out, and I felt like a woman. (Klein, 2008, pp. 223–224)

It is possible that teacher education students might read research articles about
young girls, bodies, body image, eating disorders, or sexuality, but research articles
don’t typically “draw the reader in” (Allison, 2002, p. 14) to feel something from/
with a narrative. And just as importantly, research articles are more likely be written
in academic language that carefully aligns itself with what has long been deemed
“appropriate” in educational settings, reproducing ideas of what can or cannot be
said in formal educational contexts.

In other words, vomiting up one’s stomach in reverse and talking about boys’
boners (erections) fundamentally changes the space of what is appropriate or possi-
ble in a teacher education setting in a way that reading more articles and books
about students’ bodies and sexual interactions simply can’t.

Subtle and nuanced readings of complex social structures and practices in an
unjust world were common in students’ discussions and arts-based responses to
novels and memoirs they selected to read. Figure 1 was created by a student who
read and participated in a book club conversation of Moose: A memoir of fat camp.
Juxtaposing images and words, the maker of the collage engages critical literacies
through her selection of photographs, words, and phrases to provoke readers of her
image to consider the accepted phrase “less is always more” next to a photograph
of a dangerously thin young woman and quotes referring to needing help, hunger,
and eating disorders.

Other students choreographed dances about their own painful experiences simi-
lar and different from those in the books, and several students cried as they shared
their projects with the whole group. While engaging in a testimonial reading of the
book, students were bearing witness to the narrators’ traumas, and part of bearing
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witness is giving testimony to their own traumas (Dutro, 2010, 2011). Contrary to
beliefs that one’s testimony of trauma might overshadow the “original intention” of
having the readers better understand power relations and lived experiences in an
unjust world, the students’ risk-taking in engaging their funds of knowledge to
honor the narrators and to give testimony to their own realities was powerful for
everyone – only enhancing the testimonial readings of the literature.

Whole-group conversations around taboo topics

Klein’s memoir explores a traumatic childhood filled with adults and peers patholo-
gizing her body size as well as her exploration of sexuality with her own body and
with others including journal entries from her young adolescent years:

We were kissing (tongue) for 15 minutes straight! His hand went up my shirt, and I
had on a wire bra. He wuz having trouble getting into it!!! It was awesome. I was
creaming in my pants. I felt his dick against my leg, and he had the biggest boner!
(Klein, 2008, p. 107)

One group that read Moose talked about it in a whole group circle meeting starting
with: “It was a little too raunchy”.

“Let’s talk about that”, I urged.
Even though the group liked the book and it made them reconsider the role of

schools and teachers in the shaping of body image and sexuality, it also made them
uncomfortable.

“How?” I asked. Eyes were darting back and forth between the group represen-
tative to see what would happen next.

Figure 1. Student response to reading Moose: A Memoir of fat camp (Klein, 2008).
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“I mean, I guess we thought she was really young to be… you know, masturbat-
ing”. Watching bodies shift, faces stop, and eyes wander. Silence. More Silence.

The eyes that hadn’t darted to the floor for protection shifted their gaze to me
waiting for the next unthinkable to happen.

I looked around the large circle of adult bodies leaning against the walls, some
hands under chins, others slumping forward with anticipation or leaning back away
from the tension, but no one seemed ready to say anything. So I did.

“Why in a society where we are so obsessed about bodies do we not talk about
bodies?”. Twenty-nine undergraduate students sat frozen.

“It’s not polite”. One voice piped up, and a full quiet minute passed before
another chimed in: “It should be a private conversation”. Polite and private could
be interpreted as code words for “not appropriate in this particular academic space”
where middle-classed standardized ways of speaking and performing femininity are
cultivated and don’t include overt conversations about the body and desire.

The discomfort and curiosity in the air stirred all our minds and we looked
around the circle to see shoulders and necks moving around to ease their embodied
discomfort. I sat quietly and looked around giving time for more people to respond.
The students knew they weren’t required to contribute if they didn’t feel comfort-
able, and most of them relied on that freedom as the word “masturbation” lingered
in the air. One or two more shared their theories, and then a powerful dialog about
masturbation and bodies thickened the last 40 minutes of class.1

I shared stories about young children – including my own child – discovering
that touching different parts of their bodies produces pleasure, that masturbation in
childhood is almost universal (Leung & Robson, 1993), and that there are serious
and negative consequences of shaming or punishing children who self-stimulate.
The discussion led to a critique of the dominant perception that a child who mastur-
bates has been sexually abused in some way or is – at the very least – sexually pro-
miscuous and how teachers might respond more humanely if they witness this in
school. We all linked the conversation to discussions, lectures, and assignments
from the semester including the viewing of Killing Us Softly (http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=ufHrVyVgwRg), the problematizing of what is perceived to be nor-
mal and therefore abnormal, and a stereotype that adolescent boys and men would
be expected to seek pleasure for their bodies while girls (like Klein in Moose)
would be considered raunchy, promiscuous, or slutty to do the same. Students rec-
ognized the contradictions they had faced themselves as girls and women who are
expected to cultivate their bodies for others – or more specifically for heterosexual
men who will desire them more or less based on their bodied physique and classed
practices (Bourdieu, 1987) and a social expectation that they shouldn’t experience
or exhibit sensual or sexual desire.

This one example of a circle-time dialog was a lesson about children and
becoming the kind of teacher who responds sensibly to what children do and say in
the classroom, but it was also a lesson about each of us sitting in the circle and
how our bodies (and, therefore, our thoughts and language about bodies) were lar-
gely compliant and have been manipulated, shaped, and carefully cultivated over
the years. Other whole-group dialogs held during circle time were provoked by
other students’ readings of the trauma narratives. Explicit conversations about reli-
gious exclusion, race and racism, body size, class and classism, exclusion on the
college campus, lesbian and gay relationships, cussing in the classroom, and other
discussions occurred – all spontaneous but buttressed by my growing repertoire of
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responding to the sometimes very unpredictable topics that would arise. In each of
these dialogs students were thoughtfully engaged and almost always at least one
student gave emotional testimony to a traumatic experience of her or his own – and
we were all able to bear witness to those stories that had been taboo in educational
spaces until the moment they were not.

Students inquire into social and political conditions of injustices

“We have a question for you”, four young women ask as I walk through the room,
“is this still happening?”.

Their question is about Persepolis, a graphic novel that is tragic, funny, haunt-
ing, and shockingly both simple and complex. The book jolts them, but not because
of its straightforward representation of violence and sexuality and political oppres-
sion, but because they have never heard of the events. At my urging, the young
women jump up and find a computer to begin researching immediately the current
political context of Iran, the gendered nature of social and political relations there,
and any underground reporting they can find.

“Why don’t we learn about this in history?” they ask, “Why do we only hear
about stereotypes of the Middle East?”

Good questions, I tell them, find out.
Following their reading of all of the choice trauma narratives, students began

researching the Middle East, the Dominican Republic, and the absence of “difficult
topics” in social studies education. They read additional books, such as Whatever it
takes (Tough, 2008), the book about Geoffrey Canada, who wrote the book some of
the students read titled Fist, stick, knife, gun (Canada, 1995). Their reading of the
trauma narratives created many opportunities for researching the social and political
conditions that might give rise to the injustices experienced by characters in the
books. And these readings created what Megan Boler (1999) calls a “crisis of truth”
where the students were suddenly faced with contradictory evidence of what they
had considered to be true. The emotional engagement with the books, Boler might
argue, is what afforded the possibility of a crisis of truth in a way that a detached
reading of literature or educational research might not accomplish. Boler (1999) con-
ceives of this pedagogical space as a “pedagogy of discomfort” where “an ethical
aim… is willingly to inhabit a more ambiguous and flexible sense of self… to extend
our ethical language and sense of possibilities beyond a reductive model of ‘guilt vs.
innocence’” (p. 176). In the students’ spontaneous and planned inquiries into histori-
cal and contemporary sociopolitical conditions, they resisted a search for truth or
fault, but rather deepened their critical understandings of all texts and all portrayals
of experience as situated in broader contexts and limited in perspective. For example,
in Figure 2 a student explores contradictory discourses surrounding Muslim women
in Iran. This willingness to reconsider what they once imagined as truth was demon-
strated over and over again by students through their projects.

Students’ talents

One of the most significant – and perhaps least expected – ruptures in the teacher edu-
cation nomos emerged with the arts-based, or what we called “funds of knowledge”,
responses to the books students read. Students danced, sang, wrote poetry, performed
spoken word, painted, sketched, created multi-genre projects, and made films. And
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they all – every single student – reported that this was the first time in their post-sec-
ondary education, and many even in their high-school education, that they could
“use” their funds of knowledge for an assignment. I don’t know why, but I was sur-
prised by this. I had committed to including this kind of open-ended assignment in
each of my classes but they were still outnumbered by more traditional papers and
projects, so why would I assume others had done so regularly even with the extensive
and growing field of new literacies and multimodality (Kress, 2003; Kress & Van
Leeuween, 2006; Vasudevan, 2006, 2008)? For example, the student work in Figure 3
represents not only one student’s introduction to graphic novels during the course, but
her engagement with story construction through the medium herself in response to
Sherman Alexie’s The absolutely true diary of a part-time Indian (2009).

Student after student impressed us with their responses, and I share one example
here. A young man, taller than average, a bit gangly, and noticeably reserved in the
course, submitted a three-page poem he wrote in response to The bluest eye (Morri-
son, 1994). The following is an excerpt:

Pecola Breedlove; so different than me

From your deep brown eyes, I do not see.

I, like all, at some point, struggle to find my place in the world,

But for you it is different. Immoderate.

Figure 2. Student response to The complete Persepolis (Satrapi, 2007).
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Who should be so unloved and outcasts? Such a little girl.

Though I do not have your vision, what can you make to me clear?

Is it your father who has hurt you, or those who are not so near.

Shall you teach me to not be like them; so brutal, judgmental, unwilling to know you,
doing a job only meant for God.

Teach me to teach my children so they do not live in fear.

Sure, I have been judged, dismissed, turned away and withdrew,

But never so much as you.

Never so much that I wanted to change my identity with a simple shade of blue...

The world is relentless. To not stigmatize would just not do.

Still they will not look at you. Still your appearance just won’t do.

No matter what you do. You quite simply just will not do.

They want to blame you for what you did not do.

They want to blame you for what was done to you...

Figure 3. A student’s graphic project based on The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time
Indian (Alexie, 2009)
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Will you help me separate from this world so I may clearly see you, you, and you,
and you...

Make me look at them, unlike those who will not look at you.

Make me see inside of their hearts, minds, souls

So that I may love them even without eyes of blue

So that I may give them their fair chance as every teacher should do.

Don’t let me judge them based on the prostitutes that live above them, along with all
the other skeletons in their closets that they don’t even know are there, because it was
us, not them, that put them there.

Teach me pecola breedlove...

I cried when I read the poem. I cried because it was such an insightful and thor-
oughly felt response to the book that I was moved as a reader. And I cried because
I would have never known this young man sitting in front of me every week was
capable of such perception and insight and art. When I told him just that, he smiled
and quietly said: “thanks”. When I asked if I could share his poetry with other tea-
cher educators he said: “sure”.

This young adult, who rarely said a word in class, engaged in a testimonial
reading of The bluest eye, allowing himself to experience a crisis of truth. But his
bearing witness to the trauma narrative did not stop there. He responded with a
complex poem giving testimony to his own traumas while being careful not to
equate those to Pecola Breedlove, the main character in the novel. Much like
Dutro’s (2008, 2009) work calling for the circularity of testimony and witness in
education, many students in the “Orientation to Early Childhood Education” class
across three years were witnesses to the traumas in the narrative, and responded
with their own testimonies of trauma. And in the sharing of projects for this class,
we all were witnesses to their testimonies expressed through multiple modalities
that produced a space for thinking and being that disrupted assumptions about what
could and could not happen in a university teacher education classroom. In
students’ reflections about the process of responding to their reading through the
arts versus reading response requirements they experienced in K–12 (e.g. book
reports, character maps, written summaries), they insisted their arts-based explora-
tions demanded a more complex and critical reading of the texts and that their
performances and/or projects were not the end result of their reading but another
route through which to think differently about the text. In other words, their reading
of the text was ongoing and continued through their arts-based projects and perfor-
mances – something they planned to use with their own students in the future.

Connections to teaching

While I deliberately worked to position the students as learners in the here-and-now
instead of the typical “future teacher” in these specific assignments, almost every
student made explicit connections to their futures as teachers. The students’ testimo-
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nial readings included recognizing crises of truth and then working to make sense
of the question Boler (1999) asserts comes during/after such crises: “what mass of
contradictions and struggles do I become as a result?” (p. 171).

Students who read Canada’s (1995) Fist, stick, knife, gun, for example, faced a
crisis of truth that most children live innocent and sheltered lives. Violence as
something that can and does live alongside a child’s best attempts at school became
a reality for the students and they responded in myriad ways including artistic ren-
ditions of childhood lived and lessons learned among violence with one painting
centering a multiple-choice question on a test. Figure 4 shows two among many
projects that drew from personal school experiences as a child and adolescent,

Figure 4. Student responses to Fist, stick, knife, gun (Canada, 1995).
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media, images, and their own artwork to call into question assumptions teachers
and curricula make about childhood and pedagogy.

A student responding to Moose came to the conclusion that her reading of the
text, and the ensuing discussions, will help her to not be “left standing in shock”,
and will ultimately “leave the child’s integrity intact” when issues of sexuality
emerge in the classroom. While it may sound simple to have these two goals – for
a teacher to not be in shock and to leave a child’s integrity intact – they may indi-
cate one’s willingness to have a more fluid sense of self and therefore a willingness
to relax one’s habitus and habitual responses to children’s behaviors and narratives
as falling into the appropriate/inappropriate dichotomy. Engaging these two simple
goals consistently in classroom pedagogy and social interactions could have a pro-
found impact on a teacher, children, and a classroom. The student wrote:

The most surprising part of the book [was masturbation]. The honesty that was used to
tell those parts of the story really made me wonder if her experiences were a very wide-
spread thing. And after we had the large circle discussion in class about it I realized
that it was more common than I had thought. These portions of the book really gave
me great insight into the perspective many children have regarding sexuality [and will
be] important in my future life as a teacher because now if there is an incident in my
classroom I won’t be left standing in shock. Instead I will be able to act in a way that
takes care of the situation but will hopefully also leave the child’s integrity intact.

A different student responding to Moose reported her internal battle with body
image and the negative impact advertising and media have had on her self-esteem
and what she deems a “normal” body. She raised the important question of whether
adult women teachers are confident enough in their own bodies to help youth
nurture healthy relationship with their bodies:

[Knowing that such young girls are on diets and obsessed with their body size] is very
concerning and adults need to be more conscious of the negative connotations we give
to food and to our own body image… Adults are responsible for setting the example
for children, so adults need to start being more confident in themselves so that chil-
dren do not develop a negative attitude towards their own bodies.

In other words, this student came to understand teachers’ bodies as pedagogy (Jones
& Hughes-Decatur, 2012) and thus bodies should be carefully tended to through a
healthy, confident relationship with oneself.

On literature, nomos, and teacher education

Each semester some students gravitate toward titles because they expect there will be
personal connections with the texts (“I, too, had many of the same insecurities grow-
ing up”) and others choose books they know have stories very different from their
own (“I had no idea about anything about the Dominican Republic”). Carefully
selected and pedagogically framed with testimonial reading and critical literacies, the
choice book assignments have been generative in disrupting the nomos of the teacher
education space, engaging the students’ bodies and emotions in their reading, and
have even resulted in “hooking” some of the students onto (or back onto) reading.
“This is the first book I have completely read since Middle School!” to “Delightful!”
and “I became the girl with her nose in a book bumping into people on campus”. The
power of fiction, memoir, and the liberal arts broadly conceived has yet to be widely
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used in teacher education and my experiences with these assignments remind me of
the differently embodied learning produced by texts not typically considered “educa-
tional” including research articles and texts about teaching.

If we want future teachers to be positioned in a way so they will hear and
respond sensitively and genuinely to marginalized children’s life stories that tran-
scend the fiction/non-fiction binary, we cannot “tell” them more about children’s
potential experiences. We cannot “show” them what to do. But we can immerse
them in an embodied experience of reading brilliant trauma narratives through liter-
ature and give them the opportunity experience them aesthetically and accumulate
the critical analytical practices they can use to read testimonially and from critical
perspectives. Sumara et al. (2006) remind us of the blurry lines between literary
experiences and “real world” experiences:

… it is important for educators to understand that identifications with characters and
their situations becomes part of the social fabric of relations with which readers
engage during processes of self-conscious awareness, including that which becomes
known as a sense of personal self identity. From this perspective, the reading of litera-
ture is not merely an activity that runs parallel to other experiences; rather, reading
literature becomes intricately woven into the reader’s consciousness and, as a conse-
quence, participates actively in the production of the reader’s sense of identity. (p. 64)

Engaged literary experiences with trauma narratives have the potential to impact
our teacher education students as people living today in an unjust world. One
student struggling with her weight wrote:

This book has given me strength and a willingness to be content in the fact that
although I am not perfect, being skinny does not automatically bring happiness, so I
need to stop worrying about what other people think and just live my life to the fullest.

Cultivating strength and power by talking back to the dominant narratives shaping
our sense of self and others might be a fundamental goal of teacher education.

Bourdieu (2000, p. 29) writes: “The immediate harmony between the logic of a
field and the dispositions it induces and presupposes means that all its arbitrary con-
tent tends to be disguised as timeless, universal self-evidence”. The field of literacy
teacher education – and teacher education more broadly – is not immune to this
condition and some content and practices we engage may be disguised as timeless
and self-evident. But they are not. It seems to me that I’m only scratching the
surface in this paper around the significant challenge that might lie ahead for
teacher educators: the nomos of teacher education, our challenging and changing of
it toward an increasingly disruptive space of questioning and challenging, and the
impact on our individual and collective habitus and the habituses of future
educators. Bourdieu (2000, pp. 142–143) writes of the habitus as:

… a particular but constant way of entering into a relationship with the world which
contains a knowledge enabling it to anticipate the course of the world, is immediately
present… Exposed to the world, to sensation, feeling, suffering, etc., in other words
engaged in the world, in play and at stake in the world… The agent engaged in prac-
tice knows the world but with a knowledge which, as Merleau-Ponty showed, is not
set up in the relation of externality of a knowing consciousness. He knows it, in a
sense, too well, without objectifying distance, takes it for granted, precisely because
he is caught up in it, bound up with it.
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The habitus, then comes to know the world through living in it in various fields of
practice. It comes to be able to respond to particular situations that feel “right”
without having thought through what might be right – but that knowing comes
through embodied experiences – not from the distanced “knowledge” one might try
to “tell” someone. So perhaps a critical question teacher educators have to consider
is how to change fundamentally the social conditions of teacher education so that
bodies are engaged differently – not positioned to give the right answers, write the
correct papers, but to disrupt the nomos of teacher education in a radical way to
sufficiently change the experience of bodies in their respective programs.

Bourdieu reminds us that the ongoing, if subtle, shaping of the habitus is always
embedded in the social conditions where the habitus finds itself. The habitus is
always working toward the positions valued in the field where it spends much of its
time. He writes,

How can one fail to see that the degree to which a habitus is systematic (or, on the
contrary, divided and contradictory) and constant (or fluctuating and variable) depends
on the social conditions of its formation and exercise, and that this can and must
therefore be measured and explained empirically? (Bourdieu, 2000, p. 64)

He further argues:

In so far as it is the product of the incorporation of a nomos, of the principle of vision
and division constitutive of a social order or a field, habitus generates practices imme-
diately adjusted to that order which are therefore perceived, by their author and also
by others, as ‘right’, straight, adroit, adequate, without being in any way the product
of obedience to an order in the sense of an imperative, to a norm or to legal rules.
(Bourdieu, 2000, p. 143)

The social conditions of teacher education classrooms can continue orienting stu-
dents toward the institutional habitus they have acquired in the nomos of K–12 edu-
cation, or we can disrupt the nomos and the social conditions within which we will
work with these students. Working toward flexibility in the habitus to respond
thoughtfully and fluidly in the moments of human interaction that are pedagogical
and impact the lives of themselves and others, including their future students, means
that we – the “field” of teacher education – have work to do around our own nomos
and how we have incorporated it into our individual and collective habitus.

An important piece of this picture is an orientation toward hearing and respond-
ing testimonially to trauma narratives from the beginning of any pedagogical
journey. Dorothy Allison opened up that space in this particular course, but her text
cannot do it alone – it takes courage and boldness on the side of the teacher educa-
tor and students to talk explicitly about “uncomfortable” things that are not
typically topics of conversation in teacher education spaces across the whole semes-
ter. The pedagogical framing of reading experiences and assignments are crucial,
even while acknowledging that a frame can only tentatively orient a willing student
to begin her engagement with the readings. Our pedagogical efforts can only hope
to become part of the circulating discourses to which our students will have access,
and perhaps with our urging and their willingness to suspend assumptions and judg-
ments acquired up to the present, they will take up the framing discourses we offer
when they enter into sociopolitical contexts of teaching in the future. Allison (2002,
p. 35) writes:
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For me, the bottom line has simply become the need to resist that omnipresent fear,
that urge to hide and disappear, to disguise my life, my desires, and the truth about
how little any of us understand – even as we try to make the world a more just and
human place.

For Dorothy Allison, the “bottom line” is to resist the urge to hide her trauma nar-
ratives that reflect a life lived in an unjust world. For me, the bottom line is to resist
the urge to make things comfortable in the teacher education space, to keep myself
comfortable, to maintain the comfort of nomos that will only produce more teachers
who aim to keep themselves comfortable by keeping stories like Dorothy Allison’s
hidden and marked with shame.

Note
1. Hilary Hughes-Decatur was a research assistant during one semester of the study and

constructed a narrative about this particular event in the classroom.
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